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Public Debt andPension Policy

LANS BOVENBERG~ and CAREL PETERSENt

I. INTRODUCTION

Indicators of the sustainability offiscal policies play an important role in the conduct
of the international surveillance of fiscal policies. The construction of these
indicators, however, is beset with serious problems. To illustrate, many authors have
observed that conventional measures of public debt are potentially misleading
indicators of public wealth and the effects of fiscal policy on the intergenerational
distribution ofresources (see, for example, Blejer and Cheasty (1991) and Blanchard
et al. (1990)). In particular, policies that do notdirectly result in an increase in public
debt may yield similar effects to the accumulation ofpublic debt in that they impose
long-term budgetary costs and require an increase in tax rates or a cut in spending
in the future. Examples of these policies include selling public assets, reducing
public investments and public loans, and introducing unfunded public pensions.
Indicators of fiscal sustainability should measure the long-tun costs of these policies
in order to avoid unsustainable fiscal policies that erode the stock of public wealth.

Most studies that attempt to construct internationally comparable indicators of
fiscal sustainability focus on forecasting govetnment spending. The OECD and the
IIvIF, for example, have examined how ageing would affect spending on social
security pensions and health care into the next century (see, for example, Heller,
Hemming and Konhert (1986) and Hagemann and Nicoletti (1989)). In this paper
we focus on two issues that the literature on fiscal sustainability has largely ignored.
The first issue concerns the way governments finance social security old-age
pensions and the pensions of their own employees (Section II). The second issue
involves the relationship between, on the one hand, supplementary pension saving
and, on the other hand, future revenues from the personal income tax (Section IiI).
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In particular, the present tax treatment ofsupplementary pensions and life assurance

implies that countries with substantial savings in pension and life assurance funds

can anticipate a broader base of the personal income tax compared with countries
with less pension savings. Section IV explores two altemative tax treatments of

pension saving with different implications for public debt.

II. SOCIAL SECURCI'Y PENSTONS AND SUPPLEMENTARY PENSIONS OF PUBLIC SERVANTS

Govemments differ in how they make provisions for their explícit or implicit
obligations associated with social security old-age pensions and the supplementary

pensions of their employees. Many govemments finance these pensions out of
current revenues on a pay-as-you-go basis. Others, in contrast, accumulate capital
to provide for these pensions. In particular, Sweden. Japan and Canada effec[ively
pre-fund part of their social security old-age pensions. These countries have
accumulated substantial funds in their public pension plans; in 1989 social security
reserves amounted to 30 per cent of GDP in Sweden, 18 per cent of GDP in Japan

and 8 per cent ofGDP in Canada (see, for example, Munnell and Emsberger (1989)).

Although in Japan the pay-as-you-go component has gained importance in recent

years, capital has continued to accumulate in the social security funds. Also the

United States is currently building up significant reserves in its social security wst

fund in order to ease the future burden of public pension benefits.
As regards the supplementary pensions of public employees, the Dutch

Government contracts out almost all its obligations to the public sector pension fund

(Algemeen Burgelijk Pensicenfonds (ABP)). which fully funds the pensions of the
employees in the public sector. Also the Swiss Govemment and local authorities in
the United States and the United Kingdom fund the pensions of their employees.

In principle, the unfunded ezplicit or implicit pension liabilities of the various
govemments should be added tothe stocks ofpublic debt to arrive at abetter measure
for the liabilities of the public sector.T Unfortunately, measures for the unfunded
pension liabilities of the various govetnments are difficult to come by. Lacking this

information, we adop[ a'second-best' procedure. In particular, we make the

intemational data on public debt more comparable by subtracting from public debt

the assets in both social security wst funds and the pension funds for public

employees (Table 1). An inietnational comparison of this nature fails to capture
intemational differences in future pension liabilities (as a percentage of GDP).
Hence, it overstates the relative wealth position of governments that feature large

(implicit or ezplicit) pension commitments to their employees.

' Futuee pension benefiu are not contractual obligations in the wne way aregular deót insatunrnts are and femue
diseinct risk characteristics. Hence. thex two types of liability ate not perfectly substitutabk (sx also Section tV).

one can thpefare argue thst, ratha than adding the prnsion liebilities to their tegular debt. govemments shoald
pravide suppkmental intormation tegarding the potential tutute liabilities on account of the penaions paymrnts to

their ovm empbyas and soeial sxuriry old-age pensions.
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TABLi: 1

Public Debt and Assets in Funded Pension Schemes of the Government Sector
in Selected OECD Countries, 1989

Pereentagtof GDP

United States
Japan
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Getmany
France

Pension Soeidsecwity Gross Pubtic debt
funds of funds pubtic adjustcd for
puytic debP public pension

emptoytes schemes

176 3 54 34
12" 18 69 39
18 0 39 2!
34 0 8! 47
0 0 43 43
0 0 47 47

' As defined in OECD, Economic Outtook Dccember 1990.
b Estimate based on the growth of the asscts from prcvious years.
Source: US: Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI), Issue Brief, July 1988 and Social Security
Bulletin, luly 1990; Japan: Insurattce News; UK: PDFM, Pension Fund Indicators, May 1990;
Nerhertonds: van L.oo, 1990.

The cotrection for the funding of public pension commitments causes public debt
in Japan and the United States to fall below that in France andGermany. The adjusted
level of public debt in the Netherlands falls to a level comparable to that in France
and Germany. However, this information should not necessarily be interpreted as
indicating that [he public firtances in these countries are in order. Not only data on
public debt, but also the dynamics of the fmanciat deficit of the public sector, can
reveal important information about the health of the public finances. In particular,
govemments that fund the pcnsions of their employees can achieve short-tetm
budgetary gains at the expense of higher long-run budgetary costs by reducing
contributions to the pension schemes of public employees. In the Netherlands, for
example, a substantial part of the decline of the public sector deficit in recent years
has been achieved through a reduction in the financial surplus (i.e. the difference
between receipts of the pension fund-thesum ofcapital income from capital assets
and collected pension contributions - and benefits paid out) of the pension scheme
for public employees.

In. TAX CL.AIMS ON FUNDED PENSION AND L.ffE ASSURANCE SCHEMES

Another important aspect of the intemational comparability of public debt data
concems the intetaction between the tax treatment of supplementary pensions and
the size of funded pension and life assurance schemes.

3
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l. Tax Treatment of Supplementary Pensions

In most countries, supplementary pensions are taued on a consumption-tax basis2

by állowing pension premiums to be deducted from the income tax liability while

subjecting the pension benefit to tax. The provisions of the OECD Model Tax Treaty

that deal with the tax treatment of the benefits from private pension schemes are
consistent with this tax treatmen[. According to these provisions, the country where
a retiree resides should collect income tax on pension benefits. This 'cash-flow'
treatment implies that taxes are deferred until retirement. An altemative version of
the consumption tax is the so-called `prepayment method'. According to this
method, premiums are not tax-deductible - but neither the retums on the pension
assets nor the pension benefits are included in the tax net. In essence, consumption
taxes are 'prepaid' during the working life. The two distinct tax systems could be
interpreted as implying two distinct tax bases. Under the prepayment system, labour
income is the tax base. If benefits are consumed, consumption constitutes the base
for the cash-flow tax.

The two altemative tax systems may affect the timing of tax collection. In a
pay-as-you-go pension system, pension saving is zero and premiums always equal
benefits. Accordingly, the two versions of the consumption tax yield the same
revenue at each moment as long as the average tax rate at which premiums are
deducted is equal to the average tax rate at which bcnefits are tazed. In a funded

system, however, the two taxes raise revenue at different points in time. The

prepayment system collects taxes eazliest. Compared with the situation under the

prepayment system, under the cash-flow system the govemment in effect provides

a loan to the private sector, thereby enlarging its financial deficit. At the same time,

private individuals need to save more under the cash-flow system in order to meet

future income tax payments on their pension benefits (i.e. to pay back the implicit

loanextended by the govetnment) while maintaining their after-tax pension benefits.

Therefore, if private agents anticipate future taz payments, private pension saving

should in effect replace part of public saving. The substitution of private for public

saving looks like Ricardian equivalence, even though households do not have to be
altruistic towards their heirs. The reason is that the future taxes corresponding to the

higher stock of public debt are not shifted to future generations but are expected to

be paid by cutrently living generations during retirement.
It could be azgued that one should attribute part of private saving under the

cash-flow system to public saving because part of private pension saving
comesponds to future income taxes on pension benefits. To judge the effect of a
given budget deficit on the sustainability of fiscal policy, one has to keep in mind
that high rates of pension saving may widen the financial deficit of the public sector
but that the goverttment at the same time accumu;ates an implicit claim on private
pension funds. The cash-flow tax reduces the income tax base during the transitional

' SvictlY spatinó. pe~uioes are tued an a cauumptian-tax tnsis only if benefits a~e consumed.
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period when pensionfundsare built up, for example when the baby boom generation
participates in the labour force or when private pension schemes are accumulated
after privatisation. After the pension funds have matured, however, pension benefits
exceed pension premiums and the tax base is broader, and the primary deficit
smaller, than under the prepayment method, at least if the economy is dynamically
efficient, i.e. as long as the rate of retum on the capital in the pension fund exceeds
the growth rate of the economy (see, for example, Abel et al. (1989)). However, the
cash-flow tax yields the largest financial deficit of the public sector in the steady
state as long as pension saving remains positive and pension funds therefore grow,
for example on account of growth in national income. Although the cash-flow tax
yields the broadest tax base in the steady state, it nevertheless produces the largest
fmancial deficit because the additional interest expenses on the larger stock ofpublic
debt exceed the additional tax revenue.

Most industrial countries adopt the cash-flow system.3 This implies that the
govemments in these countries have acquired an implicit tax claim on funded
pension schemes, which can be computed as the product of the average income tax
rate on pension benefits and the assets of pension funds. These tax claims should be
taken into account when using data on public debt to compare fiscal sustainability
across countries. The govemments of these countries are less vulnerable to changes
in interest rates than they appear on the basis of their stocks of public debt. Whereas
higher interest rates raise the cost of servicing public debt, they also increase the
retum on the implicit tax claim on pension funds. Govetnments benefit the most if
pension funds use windfalls to reduce pension premiums because these premiums
are typically deducted at rather high marginal tax rates. If windfalls are used to
improve future pension benefits, the government benefits through a higher value of
the tax claim on the private pension assets. In this case, the cash flow of the
goverrunent improves only in the long tun when higher pension benefits yield lazger
tax revenues.

2. The lnterpretation of the Dataon Tax Claims

Before presenting the estimates for the tax claims and the adjustments to public debt,
we emphasise at the outset that our correction to the data on public debt needs to be
interpreted with caution for a number of reasons. Most importantly, the correction
performed here singles out only one of a number of possible corrections to regular
public debt data. Therefore, the data provided here need to be supplemented by more
information in order to arrive at reliable intemationally comparable indicators of
public wealth. On the tax side, we Itave considered only the tax claims on account
of deferred personal income tax. In principle, one could also measure the tax claim

~ Some countries, suchu Australis, New Zesland. Drnmsrlc, Sweden and Belgium, do not n:ally tu pension saving
on a consumption-tan buis because they collxt tax also on (paA of) the rcturns of pcnsion funds.
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on capital assets, including those in pension funds, on account of indirect
consumption [axes, such as excises, environmental levies and VAT. Besides these
tax elaims, other implicit tax claims exist, for example dividend taxes on capital
accumulated within finns and capital gains taxes on selected capital assets.

Against these tax claims on the private sector, the private sector holds implicit
claims on the public sector, in the form of various types of implicit and explicit
public expenditure commitments. These claims are especially large in ageing
societies,4 elaborate welfare states with extensive subsidy schemes ( for example, in
housing and public transport) and social security programmes, and countries with
large environmental ` debts'.5 The indicators of fiscal sustainability developed by
the OECD ( see, forexample, Blanchard et al. (1990)) focus on these public spending
commitments by estimating future expenditure trends (see also Hagemann and
Nicoletti ( 1989)).

The distinct risk features of the various implicit or explicit tax and expenditure
claims need to be recognised. To íllustrate, govemments typically have much more
leeway in reducing implicit expenditure commitments associated with subsidy
schemes than in defaulting on their public debt. In this connection, the implicit tax

claim on institutional investors has different characteristics from the stock of public
debt. First, the tax claim depends on the future effective income tax rate on pension
benefits. For example, the government suffers a windfall loss if it reduces the
personal income tax rate or if retirees emigrate. Second, the retum on the tax claim
corresponds to that on the assets of the pension funds. This retum can differ from
the retum on public debt. In particular, the return on pension funds that invest a large
share of their capital in equities may well significantly exceed the retum on
govetnment debt. Accordingly, the return on the tax claim of the Govemments in
the United States andthe United Kingdom may exceed thatof the Dutch Government
because Dutch pension funds invest a relatively small share of their capital in
equities.

3. Estimating Taz Claims on Pension Funds

Table 2 contains data on the assets of private and public pension funds in several
countries 6 It appears that the size of funded pension schemes (relative to GDP)

` Whrn rhe population ages, large fwded suppkmentary prnsion schemes benefn the public financa on two
accounts. F'ust, they yidd a btoeder base for income ad consumption tua. Sxond. they tend to imply bwer

public spendinB ~Wy-u-Ya-Bo puWic pensions. High private pensions sue slso likely to teduce the demand for
other typa of public sprnding. such u halth and social sxuriry spading.
' The public sator bws a subsnmid shae of the costs of enviranmrnW dam~ge because 'the polluta pays'
~rincipk cannot be applied in all circumannces.

Methods for the vduatian of asseu in pension funds difter across countriu, in pan due to difterences in reguluory
regima. 7Tese diftuertces complicate an imemational compuison of the size of pension funds and life assurance
compfnies. ln pruticular, the usets in per~sion and lifc assurance funds in countries that adopt conservative vduation
methods may be underestinuted.

6
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differs substantially across countries. Funded pension schemes play a major role in
the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United States. Moreover, the pension
assets in these cotuttries show considerable growth. Pension funds are not well
developed in Getirtany, in part because the tax treatment of contributions to pension
funds is less favourable than in other countries. However, employers' contributions
to book reserves are not taxed. Hence, companies in Germany (and also in Austria)
rely heavily on book reserves as these reserves constitute a cheap form of financing.
In Frartce, pension funds are small because pay-as-you-go schemes provide the bulk
of pcnsion provisions.

TABL.E 2

Public Debt, Pension Funds and Life Insurance Reserves
in Seleded OECD Countrie4,1984 and 1989

Percentage ofGDP

1984
United States
Japan
United Kingdom
Ncthcrlands
Germany
France

1989
United States
Japan
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Germany
France

Supplementary Life Gross Tax claim Tax claim Public debt
pension insurance puólic on pension on life adjusted
funds' reserves debt fundsb insurance forta.b

reservesb clatms

32 16 46 6 3 36
12 14 68 2 3 63
40 n.a. 55 8 n.a. n.a.
62 19 66 12 4 SO
9 22~ 42 0 5 37
2 2 44 0 0 43

46 16 54 9 3 42
19 25 69 4 5 60
58 49 39 12 l0 17
81 26 8l 16 5 59
6 26~ 43 0 5 38
2 9 47 0 2 45

' Includes funds in both the public and the private sector.
b Based on the hypothesis that the avetage tax rate on supplementary pension benefits (except those
gaid by German pension funds) is 20 per cent.

Includes book reserves in non-financial corporations.
Source: OECD, Economic Outlook, December 1990; OECD Financíal Accounts, Pan 2; Intersec
Research Corp., 1990.

Table 2 adjusts the public debt figwes for the tax claim on funded pension
schemes. The calculation ís based on the assumption that all countries tax
supplementary pensions at an effective rate of, on average, 20 per cent. Clearly this
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is a very crude assumption because the respective countries differ with respect to
tax exemptions for pension benefits, tax rates and so on. Therefore, the tax rate of
20 per cent is only a working hypothesis to gain a first impression about the order
of magnitude of the implicit tax claims. Further research on the effective income tax
rates in the various countries is desirable. The effective rate should be based on
expectations concerning future average tax rates on pension benefits. It is also
affected by the share of private pension benefits that escapes domestic tax because
the pension benefits are paid out to retirees residing abroad.

Our estimates suggest that the four countries with the highest public debt in 1984
featured the highest tax claim on funded pension benefits. The already low public
debt figure of the United Kingdom in 1989 becomes by far the lowest after the
cotrection for the tax claim. Although the Netherlands experienced the most
substantial increase in the tax claim (as a percentage of GDP) between 1984 and
1989, this country still shows the largest growth of the adjusted public debt figures.

Table 2 also presents the assets oflife assurance companies. A tax claim rests on

these assets too, because governments tax a substantial share of the benefi[s that are
paid out of these assets. The United Kingdom and the Netherlands - the countries
with the largest ratios of pension funds to GDP - also feature substantial life
assurance assets.

In order to derive a tentative estimate for the fiscal claim on life assurance
companies. Table 2 further corrects the public debt figures for the tax claim on life
assurance assets. It adopts the assumption that the effective tax claim on future life
assurance benefits is also 20 per cent. Clearly, also this is a very crude estimate for
the expected future tax rates in different countries. Compared with the tax rate on
benefits from pension funds, the tax rate on benefits from life assurance companies
may be lower because a smaller share of life assurance contributions benefits from
a cash-flow tax treatment. However, life assurartce benefits tend to accrue to
higher-income retirees, which raises the effective tax rate.

Table 3 combines the results of the adjustments performed in Tables l and 2 to
arrive at intemationally comparable data on public debt that account for both the
funding of public pensions and the tax claím on institutional investors. The
difference between the regular and adjusted public debt figures tums out to be largest
for theNetherlands, namely almost 50percentofGDP. Thecorrections forGermany
and France appear relatively small.

IV. TWO CONSUMP'r10N TAX TREATMENTS OF PENSION SAVING

This section examines various considerations that play a role in choosing between
the two altemative consumption tax treatments of pensions, namely the cash-flow
and prepayment systems. These considerations may be especially relevant for

8
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TABLE 3

Adjustments of Gross Public Debt (PD) for Pension Assets of
Public Employees (PPA), Social Security Assets (SSA), Tax

Claim on Assets ot Private Pensions (FCP) and Tax Claim on
Lite Insurance Companies (FCA) in Sekcted OECD Countries,1989

Percentageof GDP

United States
]apan
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Germany
France

PD FCP PPAa FCA SSA Adjusted PD

54 9 l4 3 3 25
69 4 t0 5 18 32
39 12 14 10 0 3
81 16 27 5 0 33
43 0 0 5 0 38
47 0 0 2 0 45

' Adjusted for tax claim, which is inclttded in FCP.
Source: Tables I and 2.

Eastem European economies that are setting up funded private pension schemes.
They are also relevant for countries that are considering changing the tax treatment
of pension saving.~

I. lntertemporal Tax Arbitrage

Under the cash-flow tax, individuals can arbitrage across different (expected) tax
rates during their lifetimes. This can be important because marginal tax rates during
the working life often exceed (expected) marginal tax rates during retirement, as
marginal personal income tax rates tend to increase with income. Social security
taxes may strengthen this effect. While pension benefits typically are not liable to
social security taxes, pension premiums are generally not included in the base for
social securiry taxes. Accordingly, by postponing their consumption until retirement
through pension saving, households can take advantage of lower tax rates during
retirement. In fact, the effective tax rate on the return on pension saving is negative
and pension saving is subsidised if marginal tax rates when working exceed the
corresponding rates when retired.g Under the prepayment method, in contrast,

' By levying a oneoff wealth tax on pension funds, countries with matute pension systems can alleviate the

transitional problans as.sociated with moving from the cash-flow to the prepayment system.

s In examining the incen[ives to shift consumption through pension saving, one may also have to eaplore how
effective marginal tax rates during the working life and retircment period arc affected by income-dependent prices

and public transfers or own contribu[ions that depend an income. There are also tax arbitrage opportunities if
individuals expec[ the govemment to reduce the income taz rate or the tax rates on consumption (such as VAn
bcforc or during thcir rctircmrnt.

9
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households cannot arbitrage across the different marginal rates, and the effective tax
rate on the retum is always zero.

The intertemporal tax arbitrage under the cash-flow system distorts the
intertemporal allocation of consumption by providing an artificial incentive to shift
consumption to periods when tax rates are expected to be low and saving to periods
with high tax rates. The cash-flow treatment, however, allows individuals who earn
their income mainly at the beginning of their life to spread their taxable income more
evenly over their whole lifetime. This yields a more equitable tax system if one
considers lifetime income to be a more equitable tax base than annual income as
marginal tax rates are based on lifetime rather than annual income (see, forexample,
Kay ( ! 990)).

2. International Taz Arbitrage

In contrast to the prepayment method, the cash-flow system allows tax arbitrage
across tax rates in different countries. In particular, workers in high-tax countries
can benefit from low personal tax rates in foreign countries by retiring abroad. In
fact, retirees may establish residence in countries with lowtax rates but may continue
to benefit from high public spending in high-tax countries as they spend most of
their time in these latter countries.lfiese arbitrage activities harm high-tax countries
and may result in downward pressure on income tax rates as the international
mobiliry of retirees increases in particular regions. such as the European
Community. They may also put pressure on countries to harmonise their tax
structures. To illustrate, if some countries relyprimarily on labour taxes while others
adopt mainly consumption taxes, agents may arbitrage across these tax systems by
working in the consumption-tax country and retiring to the country that relies on
labour taxes. EC countries may also want to anticipate the growing mobility of
labourby moving toward `benefit' taxes, which establish a closer link between taxes
paid and public benefits received.

3. Risk Features

Under the cash-flow tax, the govetnment in effect buys a share in the pension funds.
Accordingly, the govetnment shares in the investment risk of the pension funds
because the average rate of retum on the government's share equals [he average rate
ofretum on the investments of the pension fund. Under the prepayment version of
the consumption tax, in contrast, the govetnment has a lower stock of pubtic debt
and. therefore, eams a retumequal to that on government bonds. In countries where
the retum on pension funds exceeds that on government bonds, therefore, the
prcpayment method yields less discounted tax revenue - at least if the tax rate
during retirement dces not differ from that during the working period. In effect, the
cash-flow tax levies a tax on rents (that is, the 'intercst' premium eamed by pension

10
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funds). Accordingly, the govemment may find a cash-flow tax more attractive than

the prepayment method if it has confidence in the investment policy of the pension

funds and at the same time expects to be able to borrow at low rates. If the pension

funds invest in govemment paper, however, the govemment in effect invests in itself

under a cash-flow tax. Under these circumstances, the prepayment system may save

on transaction costs. In this connection, the prepayment system may be interpreted

as interfering with the free intemational movement of capital because the

govemment in effect forces pension funds to invest in govemment paper.

Furthermore, the cash-flow system may enhance the credibility of the govemment's

commitment to sound fiscal policies because the govemment is more vulnerable to

changes in the risk premium on its debt instruments.

4. Imperfect Capital Markets

Compared with the situation under the prepayment system, under the cash-flow

system the govetnment in effect provides a loan to the private sector. This may

enhance welfare if the govemment can borrow at lower rates than the private sector.
By relieving liquidity constraints, the cash-flow tax may also yield lower national
saving compared wíth the prepayment system. The reason for this is that private

saving will not rise sufficiently to offset the rising financial deficit of the public

sector? Indeed, the cash flow of the govemment becomes a better indicator of fiscal

policy if households face liquidity constraints. The analysis of Hubbard and Judd

(1986) suggests that liquidity constraints may exert a powerful impact on the effects

of policy on private consumption.

5. Imperfect Politica! Process and Budget Discipline

The cash-flow tax forces the government to borrow more on capi[al markets. The

resulting higher stock ofpublic debt may strengthen budget discipline when pension

funds are being built up. This may benefit future generations: larger revenues from

a broader tax base are not offset by higher interest spending on a larger stock of

public debt. In an ageing society, the cash-flow tax has the advantage that a broader

tax base coincides with lazge expenditure needs.
Whether the cash-flow tax produces higher nat~~nal saving than the prepayment

system depends on the relative importance of `imperfections' in the private and

public sectors. If private capital markets function perfectly and households do not

face liquidity constraints and anticipate future taxes but the govemment fails to take

o ~Tis íllusuaees that tax incentives for private savmg that defer [axes may na be successful in raising national

saving. T1~is is especially so if the combination of these tu incentives with the deductibility of tnongage interest

providcs opportunities for taa arbivage. See also stiglitz (1985). National saving tnay also fall if households feature

shon ume horizons so that they heavily discount future tax payments on tstircment benef5ts.
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into account its claim on private pension funds or suffers from constraints on its
borrowing, the cash-flow tax is likely to yield the highest level of national saving.
However, if the govemment incorporates this claim in its decision-making but the
private sector features short horizons or faces liquidity constraints, the prepayment
method may well produce the highest national saving.

In this connection, the govemment may face difficulties in bon-owing large
amounts because of fears that the govemment will inflate its nominal debt away.
This will be especially so if pension and life assurance funds are well hedged against
inflation. In that case, unanticipated inflation will improve public wealth as the
erosion of nominal public debt exceeds the decline in the real value of the fiscal
claim on pension funds. If the govemment faces these credibility constraints, it may
want to change the composition of its assets and liabilities by opting for the
prepayment system as a device to increase the credibility of its anti-inflation
commitment.

6. Changes in Tax Rates and Windfall Gains and Losses

During the period when pension funds are built up, a cash-flow tax yields a smaller
income tax base than the prepayment system dces. After the pension funds have
matured, however, the income tax base is broader (see Section III). The govemment
benefits from this if personal income tax rates are rising over time. ~o In that case,
pension benefits are taxed at higher rates than those at which the premiums
corresponding to these benefits have been deducted. Intuitively, the govemment
expropriates part of the pension funds, if it raises personal income tax rates on
pension benefits. Accordingly, the public sector benefits from a windfall gain at the
expense of those who receive pension benefits.t ~ Similarly, the government suffers
a windfall loss if it reduces personal income tax rates on pension benefits. The
govemment can avoid this windfall loss by levying a one-off wealth tax on pension
funds.

7. lnsuranceagainst Unexpected Shocks with a Broader Tax Base

A cash-flow tax seems to provide better insurance against unexpected shocks in an
ageing society with mature pension funds because the govemment has a broader tax
base at its disposal. Under a prepayment system, pension premiums are included in
the tax base. Under the altemative cash-flow version. however, it is pension benefits
that are taxed. In a mature pension fund, benefits exceed premiums - especially in

'oUnku falling indirect canumqion tax ntes uocompmy rising peraaul income tues.
" An une:pected increue in indinxt rnnsumption taxes arnounts to the expropriation ofs put ofall asseu, including
non-pem,ion assets. See Aurrbach and Kalikoff (1987).
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an ageing society.12 Hence, compared with the prepayment system, the cash-flow
tax yields a broader tax base, and smaller changes in tax rate are required to collect
a given amount of tax revenue. This may reduce the deadweight losses and
uncertainties associated with the tax system.

8. Stabilisation Aspects

The two systems differ in how changes in interest rates are transmitted to the
economy. Compared with the situation under the prepayment system, rising interest
rates produce a larger improvement in the short-run cash flow of the pension funds
and a larger deterioration of the cash flow of the public sector13 under the cash-flow
tax. The short-run effect on aggregate demand depends on the saving ratios of the
pension funds and the public sector. If the pension funds feature a high saving ratio
and if the public and private sectors operate under cash-flow constraints,14 rising
interest rates are likely to depress aggregate demand the most under the cash-flow
tax.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has contributed to the development of indicators measuring the
intertemporal impact of fiscal policy. It has illustrated that conventional data on
public debt and public deficits need to be supplemented by information on the
structure of the tax and expenditure systems in order to correctly assess the
sustainability of fiscal policy and the effect of fiscal policy on intergenerational
equity. This supplementary information is especially important in economies that
are in transition. Moreover, as financial liberalisation proceeds andmarkets develop,
measures of fiscal policy that take account of the micrceconomic aspects of the
structure of the tax and expenditure systems gain in importance.

This paper has focused on how data on pubGc debt and public wealth are affected
both by the fmancing arrangements for social securíty pensions and supplementary
pensions of public employees and by the interaction of the tax treatment of pension
saving and the importance of pension and life assurance funds in the private sector.
In particular, govetnments that establish funds to meet theirpension obligations may
be in a better financial position than those that rely on pay-as-you-go systems.
Furthetmore, govemments in countries that combine high levels of pension saving
with high income and consumption tax tates accumulate assets of an implicit kind,
namely a tax claim on pension assets. While public debt may rise as the cash-flow
measure of the public deficit records substantial deficits, public wealth may

'' In fact, pension benefits (conwmqian) exceedinó pension prcmiums (uving) is a condition for the dynamic
efficiency of funded sdtemes. See, ag.. Abel a al. (1989).
'~ Aswming that thc public sector is a net debor.
"This will be the case if the governmrnt hu set urgets for its finencial brlance.
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nevertheless incr~ease. Although more research is required, the empirical estimates
presented in this paper suggest that the assets in public pension funds as well as the
implicit tax claims on pension assets may be quite large relative to the level ofpublic
debt. Moreover, changes in these assets may importantly affect conventional

measures of public deficits.
Developing indicators that measure changes in these public assets may help to

identify unsustainable policies that erode public wealth, for example by reducing
implicit tax claims. These considerations are especially important in evaluating tax

refonms. For example, by substituting a wage tax for a sales tax, the govemment

reduces its implicit tax claim on private assets. This has important implications for

governments that are considering changing the tax treatment of pensions from the

cash-flow to the prepayment system. Such a tax reform would be expansionary in
the short run if it were revenue-neutral, as the currently living generations would
gain at the expense of future generations. To avoid this, the government must
accompany this tax refotm by the retirement of public debt.

This paper has also examined several considerations that are relevant in deciding
how to tax pension saving. The discussion suggested that the cash-flow tax is likely
to require intemational co-ordination to avoid tax arbitrage across tax rates in
different countries as retirees become more mobile internationally. Moreover, to
prevent financial liberalisation from tutdermining the income tax through tax
arbitrage between pension saving and other types ofsaving, countries may also have

to co-operate to effectively tax capital income on pension saving.
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